SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS

form follows function
Bisley knows that you can’t compromise when it
comes to choosing workplace storage. Even the
best-designed office can be ruined by inefficient,
clunky systems, which is why Bisley’s
comprehensive, effective and, most importantly,
adaptable range of storage products is a top
choice for specifiers across the UK and beyond.
Space efficiency is key to a successful office and
Bisley understands that storage must work extra
hard to deliver on this front whilst maintaining
high design standards. This is essential for
workplace environments where image counts for
everything – from front of office to behind the
scenes. Filing cabinets, pedestals, cupboards,
shelving and mobile storage make-up the
extensive Bisley systems collection.

TM

LateralFile

Towers
bite

®

TM

HighLine Pedestals
Integrated Pedestals
TM

Innerspace
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take a close look
With more than £50 million invested in
manufacturing technology over the last 10 years,
Bisley offers the ultimate marriage of engineering
and craftsmanship. Superior technical skills mean
better quality, precision and accuracy. All of our
products are hand finished, and go through a
rigorous 16-point inspection process.

Smooth lines add
elegance to the hardworking storage units

QUALITY

TM

LateralFile comes
with a choice of
clever internal fittings
Effective storage
that’s easy to access
via finger-pull handles
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changing with you
All Bisley products are adaptable and can be adjusted to
suit customer-specific requirements. The impressive range
includes numerous filing and storage options from
personal lockers and drawer units through to pigeonholes
and recycling units, all of which can be modified to meet
future needs. Flexibility is key.

ADAPTABILITY

170° hinges allows
for quick and easy
access to files
TM

EyeSpace units leave
clear sight lines
across the office
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whatever you need
There’s a bespoke element to all Bisley products,
due to their inherent versatility. Our expertise can
be quickly employed to provide unique products
for individual situations. If a project brief requires
seating with in-built provision for storage and
TM

display, for example, a LateralFile unit can easily
be adapted to suit, providing a functional and
stylish solution that’s specific to its environment.

MADE
A range of
carcase sizes
accommodate
all a client’s
storage needs
Closed and open
filing units can be
combined easily
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security with style
Personal storage provision is a top priority in the
workplace and the more versatile it is the better.
TM

Bisley’s MySpace locker units come with or
without posting slots and can be combined with
TM

TM

LateralFile and DrawerSpace products where
TM

appropriate. The DockLock system provides
optimum security while a range of colour options
make for a vibrant, design-led workspace.

Lockable
DrawerSpace units
with smooth fronts
for a clean look
TM

SPACE

Nifty sliding tops
keep filing neat, tidy
and secure

solutions driven
Bisley storage is made to fit any office set-up. It is
particularly well-suited to open-plan environments
where the units can be configured to create
informal meetings areas, corridors or simply divide
space. As nothing is fixed to the floor, a layout can
change along with business demands.

LEADER

Careful placement of
the units creates a
corridor space
There’s room for a
small break-out area
between systems
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hidden assets
Keeping desks tidy and free of clutter can be a
challenge, but there is a solution in the form of
the Bisley Tower range of integrated desk storage.
There’s room enough for filing as well as desk
accessories in the pull-out units leaving
workspaces clear and tidy. At the end of the day
they can be closed and locked shut.

MAKER

Essential under-thedesk filing provision
that’s space efficient
Anything from pens
to laptops can be
locked away for safety
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DESIGN
all encompassing
The Bisley range is extensive and adaptable enough to cater for
any business storage requirement. Everything from lockers and
cupboards through to shelving and filing cabinets can be made
bespoke, with a subtle design that’s suitable for front office.

clutter free
The Tower range comprises four standard units
with the option of adjustable internals including
shelves, filing frames and bins to meet individual
storage needs. Lockable tambour boxes can also
be added at desk height, which are perfect for
housing personal items as well as office
accessories to help maintain a clear desk policy.

A storage box at desk
height opens to reveal
personal items
and filing

PERSONALISED

The tallest Tower 4 unit
provides extra space
with adjustable
shelving Tower 2 slots
under the desk and
out of the way of
the worktop
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a perfect fit
®

Bite is a mobile, space-efficient storage unit that
slots neatly under and over bench desking systems
and single workstations. Its many features include
a cantilevered secure compartment, a letterbox for
receiving notes and mail and a mini screen that can
be fitted with a whiteboard or a bulletin board.

MOVER

Post slots keep mail
safe and secure while a
desk is left unoccupied
®

Bite in action
complete with
seamless drawer fronts
and post slots
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upwardly mobile
TM

HighLine is Bisley’s latest pedestal. It comes with
a choice of fronts: recessed drawers with fingerTM

pull action to complement the LateralFile and
SystemFile products or with Tower-style handles to
®

match the Tower and Bite series. A range of
interchangeable accessories is also available.

TM

TIME

HighLine is a mobile
pedestal with added
reach and capacity
Recessed finger-pull
action handles give a
streamline effect

durable desk storage
The Bisley Integrated Pedestals range (BIP) can be
matched to any desk or workbench system.
With a carcase made from a single steel wrap,
there are no visible seams or joins, while
interchangeable components make them
another adaptable option.

There are colour
options to suit all
office environments

OPERATOR

100% extension
drawers keep files
within easy reach
Mobile pedestal with
stationery drawer and
filing drawer
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space liberation
TM

InnerSpace mobile storage maximises capacity
where there is limited space. Units can
accommodate roll-out filing frames, media
drawers and reference shelves while a smooth
drive mechanism keeps noise to a minimum.
This, combined with a subtle design aesthetic,
makes it perfect for the front office. InnerSpace
can be built into the floor, where there is raised
access flooring, or set on a platform to create a
smooth floor plate.

WITH IT

TM

InnerSpace
increases storage
capacity in an
office by 100%
There are different
frame heights, bay
widths and depths of
unit available
The handle-driven
mechanism is
smooth and quiet

TM
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homegrown expertise
Today Bisley is the UK’s largest manufacturer of steel
storage, with an unyielding commitment to
innovation and design excellence.
Founded in 1931 by sheet metal worker Freddy
Brown, Bisley is a thoroughly British success story.
Still privately owned, and with Freddy’s son, Tony
Brown as current chief executive, the company has
continued to lead the way in office storage innovation
and has established itself as a pioneer in its field.
Key landmarks in Bisley history include the production
of its first filing cabinet in 1980 and the launch of the
TM

bespoke storage solution LateralFile in 1995. This
marked a shift in focus for the company to more
project-led business, aiming new products at the
architect, interior design and specifier market.
Architects and end-users continue to specify Bisley
products, reassured by its unrivalled technical
capabilities and trail-blazing spirit. Bisley if often
copied, but always first, thanks to superior
craftsmanship and the expertise of its in-house
design team.

BRITISH

Bisley has facilities
in Bisley in Surrey
as well as a factory
in Newport, South
Wales. Capital
investment in
machinery enables
efficient and ethical
production at
both sites.

Bisley guarantee
Bisley LateralFile and Bite are guaranteed for 10 years, Towers, Integrated Pedestals and HighLine Pedestals for 5 years
of normal use against defects in materials and workmanship.
TM

®

TM

REUSE

Bisley products are manufactured
from high-quality steel with a
20-40% recycled steel content.
The units are reusable due to their
quality and durability, but are also
100% recyclable once they
become surplus to requirements.

RECYCLE

environment matters
Companies are quick to boast their eco-credentials
but Bisley has a genuine commitment to reducing
waste and energy consumption at its facilities.
The factories are run as efficiently and sustainably
as possible. Both are heated by a gas radiant
system while state-of-the-art machinery ensures
that waste is kept to a minimum. Bisley Steel is
made up of 20-40% recycled steel and all Bisley
products are 99% recyclable. Off-cuts and scrap

RECONFIGURE

metal are re-used where possible and any byproducts of the production process are safely
Bisley products are built on a
sustainable model and can be
adapted to suit changes in use or
fit in with a new office
environment. Interior fitments are
largely interchangeable which
extends a product’s usability and
increases its lifespan.

disposed of. Bisley complies fully with the
ISO14001: 2004 standard, which recognises that a
company is managing its operational impacts on
the environment, and is a member of The
Furniture Industry Sustainability programme (FISP).

REDUCE
Due to continuous development and
improvement, Bisley can offer the optimal
storage solution, negating the waste
incurred when purchasing something
inefficient or unsuitable. InnerSpace is
the top choice for high-density storage as
it can cope with increased storage needs
as and when required.
TM

Architectural models courtesy of Scott Brownrigg.
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